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Some facts and figures from the Autism Society, Bethesda, Maryland 1 percent of the populace of
children in the U.S. and with humor born of naiveté, describes journeying with his mom and dad. 1 to at
least one 1.5 million Us citizens live with an autism spectrum disorder. Fastest-growing developmental
disability; 10 - 17 percent annual growth. $60 billion annual cost, which 60% are in adult services. He
understood he was different but didn't know why and seeking a remedy became an obsession with him.
Living Life with Autism: the World Through My Eyes may be the tale of Marc William Pulver, a middle-
aged man, who had to wait 50 years to understand he had a problem that placed severe restrictions on the
way he would have the ability to live his existence. Miraculously this knowledge had the opposite impact
one might anticipate. He writes about a few of his work encounters; Relieved to learn that there was a
reason for why he was who he was, he desperately wanted to tell his life's story to depends upon because
he felt it would give desire to others afflicted with autism. Marc devotes the last part of his story to
revealing how he felt when he initial learned he was diagnosed with autism, and in what ways it changed
his lifestyle. He writes openly about his fears and fascinations growing up in children with two old
brothers, and describes the indignities suffered leaving the protection of familiar home surroundings to
wait early childhood schooling experiences. The narrative continues on to reveal the difficulties of
teenage existence when you merely don't fit in, are having issues relating to others, and find learning an
arduous task. After high school graduation Marc describes what it was like living in real life. Instead of
enabling himself to withdraw or slip into major depression, he became energized., age groups 3-17,
possess an autism spectrum disorder. Born a blue baby with severe physical and neurological
developmental problems, Marc describes at length how he endured the grueling program of therapy
prescribed for him by professionals at The Institutes for Achievement of Human Potential.
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Autism and Marc Pulver Living Lifestyle with AutismBy Marc William Pulverwith Robert ShostakDog Ear
Publishing,Indianapolis, IN 2012This is certainly a brave and rambunctious book compiled by a
middle--aged autistic guy who simply wished to write his tale in book form. Learning difficulties, school
behavior complications and along with some athletic prowess all bundled right into a boy and a teenager
who was clearly different from the other kids. Essential read!With gentle editing, preserving Pulver's
design and cadence and building needed spelling and punctuation this reserve is a reality. Reading the
story one is moved by cherished parents who could have got shoved Marc into an institution but kept him
home. Thank you for writing this publication. He approached his cousin Robert Shostak to greatly help
him.Marc writes of his attempts to live alone, have a love life and work lifestyle with naïve humor and a
perseverance to be independent.This is an excellent book for clergy, teachers, doctors. we all have
something to understand from Mr Pulver's tale.D. Therefore interesting and informative! This book is part
of that bounty. He was created in a era that didn't understand and experienced to figure things out for
himself. What We Do WITH THIS Lives On occasion, a bright breeze of decency and humanity sweeps in
to crowd out the things in life that make it sometimes tough. Outstanding Story!! Your publication can
help others so very much! It discusses Autism within an understandable way and includes a very human
and personal outlook.! To me it is a lovely master piece. Essential read. Congratulations Marc! Timely,
interesting, and informative Very timely book with the interest in Autism today The writer expressed
himself very well and it was easy to read.! Highly recommendCharlie Savarese Great insight This book
showed Great insight in to the world of adult autism. Marc did an excellent job explaining his viewpoint
to the reader. Marc has a why not attitude to life and you may to once you examine his book. Many
thanks so much for being so candid and checking your heart to the reader. After a few troubled begins he
over time sent 60,000 words to Shostak for editing help.!! Excellent read This book is a great book to
learn.! I loved reading the tales and learned a lot from the "side bar" comments throughout. This is an
excellent story and very easy to read. Marc brings to light the struggles of undiagnosed mental medical
issues from years ago when no one new what atism was. Behavior complications, outbursts of anger and
scattered feelings were borne with endurance, like and caring by Marc and his parents. He is a very
brillant man and has accomplished so much. Marc Pulver and Robert Shostak possess developed a
tsunami of the essence of life.Obviously the product of a strong and loving family who never quit or gave
in, Marc's childhood of love and support blossomed. Marc's book provides reader such a great knowledge
of Autism and the hurdles.In straight-forward terms, Marc provides his message of love to those who
sometimes are lost in the shock of autism. He brings hope to those who may need a hands of friendship.
He brings understanding to those that could be in fear. Some individuals business lead, some follow. Out
from the fog of such dilemma about the condition, Marc has set his course to be a leader among his
fellows and suggest to them the way to effective, fulfilled lives. The reserve is splendidly created-- pokes
you correct in the center and makes you consider the lives of therefore many you know in a totally
different method. Marc is my pal and I am therefore thankful for that. Marc can be sincere, insightful, and
his resilience is an inspiration to everyone! He kindly included me.Browse this book !!Tom Spencer Try it,
you'll enjoy it! I am a doctor and the mom and grandmother of two children that fall in to the category of
ASD. This is a wonderful, earthy, honest discussion from Mr Pulver's perspective which is a very rare
insight that most healthcare professionals do not get. I truly appreciate the difficulties, the heartbreak, and
the tremendous pride this family members has earned. That is invaluable insight into a common
problem--but from the "other part" for a very welcome change! A beautiful surprise Reading Marc's book
is a beautiful surprise. living lifestyle with autism: the globe through my eyes O M G ! the insight this guy
provides is simply amazing. Marc's story is most certainly among those. parents and autistic readers to get
a moving and accurate picture of individuals with autism and of Marc living his existence to the fullestThe
Rev. i love it! I laughed, got angry, and cried--a actual treasure to us all. Although his difficulties brought



tears to my eye many times, his way of telling his story was capable of drawing smiles in my face as well
many,many times. How many of us can say that? He actually resembles in the publication why he has had
the opportunity to perform and overcome the chances. It is an eyes opener to the world of individuals
beneath the autism syndrome spectrum. His publication is usually articulated,with a sequel with time an
ideas, full of love for his parents, siblings and his cousin Jeff. I came across it engrossing and it do teach
me a whole lot about how your brain works. Opening Ones Eyes I had the fantastic fortune of conference
Marc Pulver. He gave me a duplicate of "Living Existence with Autism" and signed it for his buddy
Marilyn. Our world will be far better off. This unique work can be an unedited mixture of Marc's own
phrases. His Mom's remarks and clinical notes provided this ignorant reader perspective on the world of
Autism. He is so filled with love that it simply spills correct out of him in this agreeable way that I must
say, here and now, that I have never, in our 15 years seem anyone have trouble with Marc, nor have I
noticed him have trouble with anyone else. it should be read by ALL different types of people. facing the
task head on For those of you interested in learning more about the challenges faced by a family group
with an autistic son Marc Pulver's reserve is a page turner. The heroic initiatives of a mom and dad
attempting to give their child a lifestyle of normality is usually a lesson in appreciate. Marc's capability to
bounce back from adversity and in his very own words " dust himself off" can be an inspiration for all
those facing life's hurdles. Marc's extremely candid and openhearted design dives into the puzzlement of
the challenging condition producing the reader experience as though they are correct in the thick of it.I've
now known Marc for over a season and i'm usually impressed with his positive outlook and limitless plans
for today's and future. He's a man with an enormous heart always wanting to help others especially those
that are disadvantaged. Autism had not been even on the spectrum when he was born, so to grow up and
lastly pinpoint why Marc provides felt different all these years, is really an extraordinary story to read.
Rare look at Adult Autism It's an eye opener having a watch into a grown-up with autism. Virtually all the
amount of money and resources get into childhood autism, and we're left with what to do when the child
become over 18 or 21, and is certainly out of the college jurisdiction. Marc has tackled how one autistic
adult offers coped. I hope many parents will examine his book, and recognize that there is a life after 21
for autistic people. Behavioral Pediatrics of South Florida knowing Marc for 15 years We had the honor
and enjoyment of meeting Marc more than 15 years ago and have come to know him and love the
wonderful person he is. He is articulate and determined to shine his significant light on a fearful subject
matter. Marc's book is an excellent contribution to the developing body of first hands accountants of
autism from the within out. Marc's stories and insights are important to all families touched by autism.
Judith Aronson-Ramos, M. Robert Warren Cromey can be anEpiscopal Priest, retired and surviving in San
Francisco. Just as he, so honestly states in the reserve, he understood that he was different than most
people. Autism an initial hand account I had the pleasure to learn Marc Pulver's publication, Living
Lifestyle with Autism and interview the author and his family members for the Autism Channel.,
Developmental & HOWEVER, that did not EVER quit him from walking right up and taking part in any
conversation with anyone. In my 66 years I've had read works and met those who have added to my life.
He even made me laugh, his candid and straight way of telling his story is moving and at exactly the same
time full of joy for the life he has been able to live. You will hear a whole lot about and from Marc later
on. He loves my bride-to-be and kids and them him and I love him. Who says Autism needs to be a
handicap? It is NOT to Marc! Patrick S. O'Malley
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